1. Introduction {#sec1-1}
===============

Microfluidics is already a mature technology that is widely adopted in the bioanalytical investigation, clinical diagnostics, and chemical sensing and synthesis. Microfluidic technology has many compelling advantages over its bulk flow counterpart, such as low reagent and sample consumption, favorable thermodynamics and chemical reaction kinetics, laminar flow profile, precise handling of single bioparticles, and high degree of parallelization and multiplexing\[[@ref1]-[@ref4]\]. Many advanced analytical systems, such as next-generation sequencers and molecular diagnostic platforms, incorporate certain microfluidic components these days.

Conventional fabrication of microfluidic devices heavily relies on micromachining techniques. The earlier fabrication methods are derived from techniques used in microelectronic and mechanical systems (MEMS). Various microfluidic components are created by etching microstructures into silicon. The well-established MEMS technology is readily applied to the fabrication of microfluidic chips, giving microfluidics a Kickstart. Innovations in silicon-based microfluidic networks, actuators, pumps, mixers, and valves emerge at a rapid rate, giving rise to many novels and unique microfluidic applications such as cell sorting and trapping, biochemical sensing, genetic analysis, and drug delivery\[[@ref5]-[@ref9]\]. In spite of their great potential to revolutionize biomedical research, these silicon-based microfluidic devices experience difficulty when trying to find their way into biological laboratories, and one of the main obstacles is the complicated fabrication workflow. Although engineers may think that the fabrication of silicon-based microfluidic devices is simpler compared to MEMS devices, it is still a daunting task for biomedical researchers to take on. This issue is not resolved until the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-based soft lithography, which is a simple molding-based fabrication technique, is developed\[[@ref10]\]. Although traditional micromachining process is still involved in PDMS-based fabrication, it is limited to the making of molds. With the ready-made mold, the chip fabrication workflow is reduced to pouring PDMS, punching access ports and bonding PMDS to glass. Compared to the silicon-based microfluidic devices, PMDS-based devices find a bigger audience among biomedical researchers. The PDMS-based device is made more popular by the invention of PDMS-based multilayer pneumatic valves and pumps\[[@ref11]\], which enables system-level integration of multifaced devices for intricate tasks such as single-cell analysis\[[@ref3],[@ref12]\].

The PDMS-based microfluidics has its pros and cons. On the one hand, PDMS is able to precisely replicate the lithographically defined patterns with nanometer resolution. In addition, PDMS is biocompatible and well-suited for cell studies\[[@ref13]-[@ref15]\]. It also has favorable optical properties such as great transparency and low autofluorescence, which is compatible with various optical sensing modalities. The low cost of PDMS and the reusability of the mold make PDMS-based microfluidic devices reasonably affordable. On the other hand, PDMS is water vapor permeable. Samples in PDMS chips are susceptible to evaporation and bubbles in the event of a heating or prolonged incubation. PDMS is also prone to protein fouling, which would affect the accuracy of biosensing. Furthermore, the fabrication of a PDMS-based microfluidic device still heavily relies on manual assembly.

Nowadays, as microfluidic devices are designed to tackle more intricate tasks, the architecture of microfluidic devices becomes more complex, and more sophisticated fabrication techniques are in demand. Therefore, it is sensible to fabricate microfluidic devices by three-dimensional (3D)-printing, which is well-recognized for its unique ability to monolithically fabricate complex structures using a near-net-shape additive manufacturing process. As a matter of fact, a great number of 3D-printed microfluidic devices have been reported in the past few years followed by several review papers that provide a fairly comprehensive evaluation of these devices and an optimistic future outlook on 3D-printed microfluidics\[[@ref16]-[@ref20]\]. One of the reviews even touts 3D-printing as the upcoming revolution in microfluidics\[[@ref21]\].

While majority studies employ 3D-printing for microfluidic device fabrication, a number of studies go the other way around and incorporate microfluidic components in 3D-printers for added functions and improved printing performance. These microfluidic components offer excellent fluidic control of 3D-printing inks, simplifying multi-material, and high-throughput parallel printing. The laminar flow profile of microfluidics allows concurrent printing of multiple inks through a single nozzle and time-controlled crosslinking of hydrogel inks using hydrodynamic focusing. Furthermore, additional functional components, such as surface acoustic waves, can be incorporated to modulate the distribution of chemical constituents in multiphase inks. These works point out a new direction in which 3D-printing and microfluidics could work synergistically to accomplish previously unattainable tasks.

In this perspective article, we evaluate the up-to-date development of 3D-printed microfluidics and microfluidics-enabled 3D-printing with a strong emphasis on their limitations. We would express our opinions on the future innovations required to overcome these limitations and to develop new high-value applications. We hope to answer whether 3D-printing is more well-suited for microfluidics or it is the other way around, but we will leave the discussion open.

2. 3D-printing for Microfluidics {#sec1-2}
================================

3D-printing is an umbrella term encompassing a number of additive manufacturing technologies, but not all of them are applicable to printing microfluidic devices. Based on their suitability for microfluidics, we loosely categorize 3D-printing into extrusion-based technology (e.g., fused deposition modeling \[FDM\]), liquid resin-based technology (e.g., stereolithography \[SLA\], digital light processing, and two-photon polymerization \[2PP\]) which also includes inkjet-based 3D-printing (e.g., material jetting) due to the similar curing mechanism, powder-based technology (e.g., Multi Jet Fusion \[MJF\], selective laser sintering \[SLS\], selective laser melting \[SLM\], and electron beam melting), and other less common 3D-printing technologies. The technical aspects of these 3D-printing technologies have been discussed extensively in many reviews\[[@ref16]-[@ref21]\]; hence, we will skip it in this article. Majority of microfluidic devices are fabricated with extrusion-based technology or liquid resin-based technology.

The fabrication of microfluidic devices by 3D-printing can be either direct or indirect. Direct 3D-printing constructs the microfluidic chip by enclosing the microchannels and other microfluidic components with the ink materials. Indirect 3D-printing produces a mold using the ink materials, and the chip is fabricated by casting PMDS against the mold. The final microfluidic chip does not consist of any ink materials. In this perspective article, we will mainly focus on the direct printing approach except in a few cases in which a sacrificial mold is required for complex 3D microfluidic networks.

2.1. Current Development in 3D-printed Microfluidics {#sec2-1}
----------------------------------------------------

Research in 3D-printed microfluidics aims to create functional microfluidic components, realize complex microfluidic architecture, and demonstrates biomedical applications.

Earlier work in this field primarily focused on the monolithic fabrication of conventional microfluidic devices to bypass the traditional microfabrication. These microfluidic devices fabricated by 3D-printing were limited to those with only basic passive microfluidic components, such as microchannels and microchambers. Donvito *et al*. printed a monolithic microfluidic device with a T-junction using inkjet-based 3D-printing for microdroplet generation\[[@ref22]\]. Chen *et al*. fabricated a microplate reader-compatible microfluidic device using an inkjet-based technique and demonstrated quantitative blood testing on this device\[[@ref23]\]. Kitson *et al*. developed several types of 3D-printed chemical reactionware using FDM for both organic and inorganic synthesis\[[@ref24]\]. Bishop *et al*. also printed a single-channel microfluidic device with standard interface connectors using FDM for nanoparticle preparation\[[@ref25]\]. Takenaga *et al*. developed an SLA-printed biocompatible microfluidic device with integrated biosensor for the study of cell culture conditions\[[@ref26]\].

The most notable revolution that 3D-printing brings to microfluidics is the ability to freely design and fabricate in the third dimension. 3D-printing transforms the conventional planar microfluidic features into convoluted 3D microfluidic networks packed into a small footprint. It enables monolithic fabrication of overlapping microfluidic components stacked in the vertical direction, bypassing the multi-layer bonding process required in traditional microfluidic fabrication. The true 3D microfluidic architecture offers an additional degree of freedom for fluidic manipulation. Several groups explore 3D-printing's unique ability to monolithically create 3D structures to realize true 3D microfluidic architectures that were unattainable by the traditional microfabrication techniques. Lee *et al*. fabricated a helical channel using SLA for inertia-based bacteria separation ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The helical channel spiraled up in the z-direction and formed a true 3D microchannel with a trapezoid cross-section\[[@ref27]\]. The 3D helical design significantly reduced the device footprint compared to the planer spiral design. Shallan *et al*. used a liquid resin-based 3D printer to fabricate 3D microchannels for more efficient passive mixing\[[@ref28]\]. Monaghan *et al*. developed a 3D microfluidic device coupled with optical fibers to monitor chemical synthesis\[[@ref29]\]. The group used the same approach to fabricate a 3D tree-like chemical gradient generator with reduced footprint and high portability\[[@ref28]\]. Cabot *et al*. used a similar 3D-printed microfluidic passive mixer to improve sample mixing in a capillary electrophoresis assay that measured the p*K~a~*\[[@ref30]\]. A highly complex interconnected 3D microfluidic network was fabricated by casting epoxy or agarose against a 3D-printed sacrificial mold\[[@ref31]\]. After casting, the mold made of isomalt was dissolved to clear space for microfluidic channels. 3D-printing also enabled easy integration of chip-user interface that coupled the external fluid into the microfluidic chip. A good example was demonstrated by Anderson *et al*. who fabricated a microfluidic drug screening platform that incorporated standard membrane devices for the cell culture and standard thread fitting for the coupling of tubing\[[@ref32]\]. Another example was demonstrated by Au *et al*. who printed a Luer lock fitting on the microfluidic device as a standard fluid connector\[[@ref33]\].

![A three-dimensional (3D)-printed true 3D microfluidic device with standard fluidic coupling. (**A**) The schematic illustration of the 3D-printed device showing the cross-section of the 3D helical channel. (**B**) The cross-section of the channel is trapezoid in shape. (**C**) The actual 3D helical microfluidic device. Reproduced from Ref. Lee *et al*.\[[@ref27]\] with the permission granted under the creative common license.](IJB-5-192-g001){#F1}

One of the reasons for PDMS being so popular in microfluidics is due to its high flexibility that enables the fabrication of multilayer pneumatic valves and pumps. Each multilayer pneumatic valve consists of two overlapping crisscross microchannels separated by a thin PDMS membrane at the intersection. One of the microchannels carries the sample fluid, and the other one carries the control fluid (sometimes just air). When the control channel is pressurized, the thin PDMS membrane deflects, creating a bulge that blocks the fluidic channel. The enabling factor of the multilayer pneumatic valve is the low Young's modulus of PDMS, which allows the thin membrane to deflect easily. In contrast, most 3D-printed plastic materials have Young's modulus hundreds or thousands of times larger than PDMS, which makes it difficult to pneumatically deflect the 3D-printed membrane. Nevertheless, using relatively flexible plastic, active valving has been demonstrated in a 3D-printed monolithic microfluidic device ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In this work, Au *et al*. printed a multilayer membrane valve using watershed (a biocompatible resin) with Young's modulus of 2.7 GPa\[[@ref20]\]. The diameter and thickness of the circular membrane were 5 mm and 100 µm, respectively. The membrane would deflect by \~200 µm under 2.9 psi pressure. Due to the large Young's modulus, the size of the membrane was considerably larger than the PDMS-based valve to achieve the required deflection for valve closure. A similar circular membrane valve was demonstrated by Gong *et al*.\[[@ref34]\] By pushing the thickness of the membrane down to \~20 µm, they were able to reduce the diameter of the membrane to \~1 mm and pack the valves into a dense array. The required diameter of the membrane in the valve at various membrane thickness was studied by Rogers *et al*.\[[@ref35]\] The same design was also used as an active Micropump in 3D-printed microfluidics\[[@ref34]\]. A 3D-printed Quake valve was demonstrated by Keating *et al*. using an inkjet-based technique that is capable of printing multiple materials\[[@ref36]\]. Tangoplus, a rubber-like flexible material was used to print the membrane while other parts of the microfluidic device were printed with rigid plastic material. Nonetheless, Tangoplus was less flexible than PDMS, and the dimension of the control channel was in the millimeter range. In addition to active valves, passive valves were also created in 3D-printed microfluidic devices. These were usually one-way check valves similar to those in silicon-based MEMS device. Sochol *et al*. printed microfluidic circuitry components, such as fluidic diodes and transistors, by incorporating these designs\[[@ref37]\]. Chen *et al*. incorporated these passive valves to prevent backflow in a 3D-printed microfluidic multi-chamber cell culture device that modeled the circulatory system\[[@ref38]\].

![Three-dimensional (3D)-printed active microfluidic membrane valve. (**A**) The valve is open and closed configuration. (**B**) Fluidic control with the valve. (i) Valve 1 (V~1~, left) is open and valve 2 (V~2~, right) is closed. Only blue liquid flows in the central channel. (ii) V1 is closed and V2 is open. Only red liquid flows in the central channel. (iii) Both valves are open. A mixture of blue and red liquids flow in the central channel. Reproduced from Ref. Au *et al*.\[[@ref20]\] with permission from Royal Chemical Society.](IJB-5-192-g002){#F2}

Another enhancement brought to microfluidics by 3D-printing is device modulation. With 3D-printing technology, it is straightforward to fabricate individual modules, each of which contains a single microfluidic component and to incorporate standard connectors on the individual modules for easy assembly. Bhargava *et al*. 3D-printed cubes with a female port and a male connector ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"})\[[@ref39]\]. These cubes, which functioned as microfluidic modules, created elastic reversible liquid-tight seals when coupled together. Microfluidic components, such as straight channels, helical channels, and reaction chambers, were embedded in these modules. Non-fluidic components, such as optical components, were also introduced into individual modules. A fully functional 3D microfluidic network was constructed by plug-and-play. Lee *et al*. developed a 3D-printed modular microfluidic system assembled together with horseshoe-shaped pins that functioned somewhat like a stapler bullet\[[@ref40]\]. To prevent leakage, O-rings were used at the fluidic interface between the modules. Nie *et al*. designed lego-like microfluidic modules with press-fit connectors along the edge of each modular block. Due to the poor sealing, this system was only designed for capillary-driven flow and could not operate under high pressure. Vittayarukskul and Lee built a truly Lego-like modular microfluidic platform with 3D-printed parts\[[@ref41]\]. The microfluidic modules were embedded in the Lego-patented building block\[[@ref42]\]. In this design, the motherboard was fabricated by direct 3D-printing, whereas the individual modules were fabricated by casting PDMS against 3D-printed molds. A 3D microfluidic network was constructed by stacking the modules through the press-fit Lego interface. The PDMS acted as a rubber seal to prevent the leakage. Another reconfigurable microfluidic system was reported by Po, which used magnets to couple of individual modules\[[@ref43]\]. Two ring magnets were embedded at the two ends of each modular block. The magnetic force pulled two adjacent modules together tightly enough to prevent fluid leakage. The center hole in the ring magnet provided access for fluids at the interface.

![Three-dimensional (3D)-printed modular microfluidics. (**A**) Individual microfluidic module. (**B**) A microfluidic droplet generator is constructed by cascading three 3D-printed modules. (**C**) Several complex 3D microfluidic configurations constructed from 3D-printed microfluidic modules. Reproduced from Ref. Bhargava *et al*.\[[@ref39]\] with permission from the National Academy of Science (US). Copyright (2015) National Academy of Sciences.](IJB-5-192-g003){#F3}

2.2. 3D-Printed Microfluidics, Are We There Yet? {#sec2-2}
------------------------------------------------

It seems 3D-printing technology has brought many innovations to microfluidics. Many complex microfluidic architectures and novel fabrication approaches have only been made possible through the use of 3D-printing. 3D-printing also shortens the time required from design to fabrication, providing a valuable rapid prototyping tool for microfluidic devices. But has microfluidics truly benefited from these innovations? Since the first demonstration of the microfluidics-based "lab on a chip" in the 1990s, microfluidics has made a significant process. Nowadays, microfluidics is already a mature technology that enjoys its prosperity in biomedical fields. The research emphasis on microfluidics has gradually shifted from the device fabrication techniques, the fundamental physics of fluidic behaviors, and fluidic actuation and sensing mechanisms, to high-value applications, such as large-scale single-cell/molecule analysis for genomic and proteomic studies as well as sample-to-answer total analysis for point-of-care diagnostics\[[@ref1]\]. Therefore, any present and future development in microfluidics ought to be oriented toward specific applications for high scientific and social impact. That is not to say new fabrication technologies, such as 3D-printing, are not in demand, but these new technologies must bring new values and fulfill requirements dictated by the applications.

In spite of its many compelling advantages, 3D-printing faces unique problems that may hinder its applicability in microfluidics for high-value applications.

One of such problems is the limited printer resolution, particularly in the lateral direction. The lateral resolution of a 3D-printer is determined by the minimal line width generated in a single pass, and the vertical resolution is determined by the minimal thickness of each layer. The extrusion-based printers, such as FDM, have a lateral resolution of hundreds of microns and a vertical resolution of tens of microns. The resolution of liquid resin-based printers, such as SLA and inkjet, has a lateral resolution of tens of microns and a vertical resolution of down to single-digital microns\[[@ref44]\]. (Although 2PP is also a liquid resin-based 3D-printing technology, it is a breed of its own, which we will discuss separately in later sections.) Although many 3D-printing systems claim a printing resolution in the true microscale (\<100 µm), the actual size of 3D-printed microfluidic features mostly fall in the millimeter to the submillimeter range, because each feature is constructed by several 3D-printed lines. In a rough estimate, the minimal size of a microfluidic feature is one order of magnitude larger than the printer resolution\[[@ref45]\]. Many current high-value applications of microfluidics require a high degree of parallelization and the ability to handle micro-objects such as single cells, both of which demand microfluidic features with a size ranging from several microns to tens of microns. For example, the microfluidic feature in the microdroplet generator chip, which is used to create microscale droplets to encapsulate single cells, usually contains features in the range of tens of microns\[[@ref3],[@ref46]\]. To achieve a microfluidic feature in this size range, the printer resolution has to reach single-digital microns or even lower. Although some of the latest liquid resin-based 3D printers have a submicron vertical resolution, their lateral resolution is still not high enough\[[@ref47]\]. So far, the only 3D-printing technology that is capable of true microscale fabrication is 2PP. 2PP pushes the printer resolution to the diffraction limit of the optics, reaching a submicron printer resolution in both lateral and vertical directions. Many amazing 3D microstructures have been fabricated using 2PP. However, the problem of 2PP is its slow printing speed. In addition to the microscale features, the microfluidic devices also consist of other macroscale features. These large features would take too long for 2PP to print, which defeats the whole purpose of rapid prototyping using 3D-printing.

The quality of the 3D-printed microfluidic devices is another big concern. First, the dimension fidelity of 3D-printing is poor at the microscale. In one study, the measured dimension of millimeter and submillimeter features is \<6% off nominal\[[@ref29]\]. However, when attempting to print true microscale features (\<100 µm), the measured dimension is more than 60% off-nominal ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). In addition, the side wall of the 3D-printed microfluidic channel may be leaning, resulting in an undesired trapezoid cross section. Second, the surface of 3D-printed parts is known to be rough with evident welding lines between layers. In bulk parts, the external surface can be easily polished. In 3D-printed microfluidic devices, it is almost impossible to polish the internal surface of the microfluidic components. Besides the welding lines, the surface of 3D-printed microfluidic components is often speckled with particulates and microcavities\[[@ref48]\]. The desire to achieve a smooth surface in microfluidics is beyond esthetics but rather a practical concern. The imperfections may substantially alter the flow behavior and the way the surface interacts with biomolecules, leading to unexpected analytical outcomes. To improve the surface quality of 3D-printed microfluidic features, one could either improve the printer resolution or develop micro polishing techniques to smoothen the surface post printing.

###### 

Dimension fidelity of microfluidic channels printed with SLA. Reproduced from Ref. Monaghan *et al.*\[[@ref29]\] with permission from the Royal Chemical Society.

  Channel width (μm)   Distance to the next channel in CAD model (μm)   Measured width on test piece (μm)
  -------------------- ------------------------------------------------ -----------------------------------
  500                  1000                                             949±2.64
                                                                        
  500                  500                                              494±2.10
                                                                        
  500                  250                                              258±1.94
                                                                        
  500                  125                                              130±4.49
                                                                        
  500                  62.5                                             104±0.84

SLA: Stereolithography; CAD: Computer-aided design

Several other issues of 3D-printed microfluidic devices, such as biocompatibility and optical transparency, have also been noted\[[@ref16],[@ref18],[@ref21]\]. However, these problems have been mitigated with the development of new materials. Nevertheless, a more systematic investigation of these materials would greatly benefit the community.

2.3. Future of 3D-printed Microfluidics {#sec2-3}
---------------------------------------

To answer the question set in the previous section, I do not believe 3D-printed microfluidics is quite there. The upcoming 3D-printing revolution in microfluidics might be on its way, but definitely not in sight yet. Thus far, 3D-printing has only been used as an alternative fabrication technique for microfluidics, hence does not add much new value to the field. The functions of most reported 3D-printed microfluidic devices can be easily realized by conventional microfluidic devices fabricated using 2D lithography techniques. Compared to the flattened 2D microfluidic network, the 3D microfluidic network does not show significant advantages.

3D-printing adds value by offering monolithic near-net-shape fabrication of complex structures. To truly revolutionize microfluidics, in addition to improving the printer resolution, 3D-printing must also improve its capability of multi-material, multiprocess, and multiscale printing to monolithically create highly integrated and multifunctional microfluidic devices for high-value biomedical applications.

Besides the microfluidic architecture, a fully functional bioanalytical microfluidic platform also includes sensing elements, solid substrate for molecule and cell adsorption, active actuators, and other components. In traditional lithography-based microfabrication, these components are usually fabricated separately and assembled manually at the chip bonding stage. Solid substrate and surface modification are usually introduced post-fabrication by packing additional materials (e.g., particles or gel matrix) in the microfluidic network or through *in situ* chemical reactions. At present, several inkjet-based 3D printers are able to concurrently print multiple materials. A rigid microfluidic device with flexible membranes as the pneumatic valve has been demonstrated using this approach\[[@ref36]\]. Nevertheless, the number of materials that can be printed concurrently is small, and they can only be printed using the same process. The ultimate goal is to be able to print complex microfluidic devices with many types of materials, such as a rigid plastic microfluidic chip with flexible membranes, metal electrodes, hydrogel matrix, nanoparticle-packed beds, and magnetic composite actuators, all in one go.

To accomplish multi-material printing, multiple printing processes must be integrated to cope with different bonding mechanisms. While plastic materials can be printed by extruding molten plastic or crosslinking photopolymer resins with a low-energy light source, metal powders require a high-energy laser or electron beam to bond together. Furthermore, the material feeding mechanisms are also drastically different for different 3D-printing processes. In FDM, material is fed to the extruder in the form of filaments; in SLA, liquid-resin is kept in a reservoir and reflows after each layer is printed; in inkjet printers, liquid resins are feed to the printhead through a tubing; and in SLS and SLM, precursor materials in the form powders are loaded into a powder bed and spread by a roller after each layer is printed. These material bonding and feeding mechanisms are incompatible. To realize multiprocess printing, the partially printed parts need to be transferred between platforms, and the printing processes must have the ability to resume from the breakpoint. A technique known as the print-pause-print (PPP) is able to suspend the printing process for users to add prefabricated components (e.g., electrodes) to the partially printed parts and resume the printing from the breakpoint to embed these added parts within the 3D-printed microfluidic device\[[@ref49]\]. This technique points out a possible direction for multiprocess 3D-printing. However, it does not address the challenges associated with the cross-platform transfer of the partially printed parts.

The quality of 3D-printed microfluidic devices can be significantly improved using ultrahigh-resolution 3D-printing technologies such as 2PP. However, it would be impractical to print the entire microfluidic device solely using 2PP due to the extremely slow printing speed. In many microfluidic devices, a large portion of the device body plays a structural rather than functional role, which means a big part of the device body can be printed with a fast and low-resolution process. Only the parts that form the microfluidic architectures need to be printed with a high-resolution process. These parts contain microscale structures that directly interact with the fluids; hence, their surface quality is more critical. Therefore, multiscale 3D-printing that provides both high-speed and high-resolution fabrication of microfluidic devices is highly coveted. The multiscale 3D-printing must be able to adjust the printing resolution and printing speed according to the required specifications.

3. Microfluidics for 3D-printing {#sec1-3}
================================

The relationship between 3D-printing and microfluidics could go the other way around. Microfluidics could also serve as the enabler of 3D-printing technologies. Extrusion-based 3D-printing is one of the most popular technologies, especially in bioprinting. As the scope of bioprinting expands, the type of materials to be printed becomes more and more intricate. New applications often require printing multiphase and multicomponent materials that cannot be handled by the conventional extrusion printhead. Microfluidics, with its exceptional ability to manipulate a small amount of fluids, has been incorporated into the printhead to add a layer of fluidic control for sophisticated bioprinting.

3.1. Current Development in Microfluidics-enabled 3D-printing {#sec2-4}
-------------------------------------------------------------

As a matter of fact, microfluidic components are employed in inkjet 3D printer, such as MJF, to dispense liquid in the form of droplets through microfabricated nozzles. More complex microfluidics-enabled 3D-printing arises from the need to print hydrogel fibers with controlled gelation and composition. Early solutions employ coaxial flow to extrude hydrogel microfibers with cells encapsulated in the fiber core. Ozawa *et al*. created a coaxial flow system by cascading tapered capillary tubing\[[@ref53]\]. The coaxial flow focused the cell suspension in the first capillary into the core of the fiber. The gel matrix precursor was injected from the second capillary to encapsulate the core flow. The gelling agent was introduced as the sheath flow from the third capillary, crosslinking the gel matrix and forming a coaxial fiber. Pancreatic β cells encapsulated in these microfibers maintained their viability and functions. Similar approaches were demonstrated by several other groups. Instead of cascaded capillary tubing, a manifold with two orthogonal inlets and a nozzle outlet as the printhead was used to couple the gel matrix precursor and the gelling agent into a coaxial flow. The printing of alginate hydrogel microfibers was demonstrated using this setup in which the cell-laden alginate was focused by the sheath flow containing Ca^2+^\[[@ref54]-[@ref56]\]. The manifold could be replaced by a microfluidic chip with the same configuration and function\[[@ref57],[@ref58]\]. Capillary tubing or needles were inserted into the microfluidic channel to generate the coaxial flow.

Microfluidics has since moved beyond the simple coaxial flow. In addition to microchannels, various types of microfluidic components have been included in the printhead to achieve more sophisticated extrusion-based 3D-printing. Microfluidics is skilled at combining multiple flows from separate inlets into a single stream. Due to the low Reynolds number, materials stay in separate laminar layers in a single microfluidic channel; hence, different materials can be printed in close proximity. Colosi *et al*. fabricated a simple two-inlet microfluidic chip as the printhead ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F4){ref-type="fig"})\[[@ref50]\]. Two separate bioinks were introduced into the microfluidic chip from the two inlets and combined into a single stream. Although extruded as a single hydrogel fiber, the two bioinks stay separate. A similar two-channel design was demonstrated by Hardin *et al*.\[[@ref59]\] By adjusting the flow rate at the two inlets, seamless switching between different materials during printing was accomplished. Wei *et al*. demonstrated a multi-inlet microfluidic printhead\[[@ref60]\]. Cells, hydrogel precursors, sacrificial material, and water were introduced into the microfluidic chip from separate inlets. These materials were hydrodynamically focused into a single outlet channel and extruded from the nozzle for bioprinting. By adjusting the relative flow rate at the inlets, the same printhead could print cell-laden solid hydrogel fiber, cell-laden hollow hydrogel fiber, and hollow double-layered hydrogel fiber. Leng *et al*. took a step further and developed a programmable multi-inlet microfluidic printhead\[[@ref61]\]. The seven inlets for bioinks were individually controlled by solenoid valves. A base biopolymer was introduced into the printhead from a separate channel and extruded continuously from a wide nozzle, forming a polymer ribbon that served as a substrate on which the bioinks were deposited. The opening and closing periods of the solenoid valves determined the extrusion length of the bioink from each of the seven nozzles thus the patterns printed with the bioinks on the base biopolymer substrate. Using this approach, authors were able to print hydrogel sheets with well-controlled pores.

![Microfluidics-enabled three-dimensional-printing. (**A**) Two-inlet microfluidic devices used as the printhead. Two bioinks are combined into a single micro hydrogel filament for extrusion. (**B**) Hydrogels printed using the microfluidic printhead shown in **A**. Each filament consists of two bioinks combined by the microfluidic printhead. (**C**) A three-inlet microfluidic printhead with passive mixer. (i) Schematic illustration of bioprinting with the microfluidic printhead. (ii) Herringbone passive mixer in the microfluidic printhead. (**D**) High-throughput parallel microfluidic printhead. (i) A high-degree of parallel printing with a bifurcating microfluidic network. (ii) and (iii) Microfilament arrays printed with the microfluidic printhead. **A** and **B** are reproduced from Ref. Colosi *et al*.\[[@ref50]\] with permission from Wiley. **C** is reproduced from Ref. Serex *et al*.\[[@ref51]\] with the permission granted under the creative common license. **D** is reproduced from Ref. Hansen *et al*.\[[@ref52]\] with permission from Wiley.](IJB-5-192-g004){#F4}

Microfluidics is capable of keeping different bioinks in separate layers; even they are in close proximity. Nonetheless, in certain scenarios, it is desirable to blend multiple materials to create a multicomponent but homogeneous bioink. Fortunately, the mixing in microfluidics has been studied extensively. Numerous mixing strategies have been developed specifically for microfluidics. Designs of microfluidic mixers, both passive and active, have been incorporated into the extrusion printhead to homogenize multiple bioinks. Serex *et al*. developed a 3-inlet microfluidic printhead\[[@ref51]\]. Materials from the inlets merged in the outlet channel. Various microfluidic components could be added to the outlet channel for different purposes. To promote the mixing, a herringbone structure was added to the surface of the outlet channel. As the materials traveled down the outlet channel, the herringbone induced chaotic mixing and homogenized the mixture before extruding it for printing ([Figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Ober *et al*. studied a propeller-based active mixer for the printhead\[[@ref62]\]. As materials from different inlets entered the mixing chamber, the propeller efficiently homogenized them in low volumes over a short timescale. Using this approach, the authors printed a structure with a fluorescent concentration gradient obtained by mixing inks at different ratios.

Microfluidics also enables a range of unique fluidic operations, which leads to unique 3D-printing strategies. Microfluidics is well known for its capability of high-degree parallelization which has been explored for high-throughput printing. Hansen *et al*. developed a printhead with a multi nozzle array for parallel printing ([Figure 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"})\[[@ref52]\]. Bioinks were introduced to the printhead from a single inlet which bifurcated several times, forming up to 64 outlet channels and nozzles. The bifurcating microfluidic network ensured that the extrusion rate at all nozzles was the same. This printhead could significantly improve the printing speed of tissue engineering scaffolds, which usually consisted of a large number of repetitive structures. Composite materials were often printed with multiphase inks composed a liquid-phase resin and solid-phase particles. Microfluidic components were added to the printhead to pre-condition the multiphase ink for printing. One such operation was to concentrate the particles. Serex *et al*. added a passive crossflow filter to the microfluidic printhead, which removed liquid from the ink as it moved toward the nozzle, leading to a high concentration of particles in the extruded ink\[[@ref51]\]. The particle concentration could also be realized with an active concentrator. Collino *et al*. incorporated an acoustic wave generator to localize the particles in the microfluidic printhead\[[@ref63]\]. When particles were localized to the center of the channel, liquid on both sides was removed by side channels, concentrating the particles to the central channel for printing. The same strategy was used to distribute particles along the print line. Particles with different morphologies would respond differently to the acoustic wave, hence were localized to different positions along the microfluidic channel. Droplet microfluidics was a special type of microfluidic system in which one of the liquids was sheared into the discrete volume by another liquid, resulting in a train of droplets in the microfluidic channel. Li *et al*. used a droplet microfluidic device as the printhead to print hydrogels with embedded liquid droplets\[[@ref64]\]. The printhead used the resin to shear the aqueous solution into droplets. Authors demonstrated the printing of self-healing polymer using this approach. When damaged, the embedded droplets at the damaged surface released chemical agents to repair the fracture. Visser *et al*. also used droplet microfluidics for bioprinting\[[@ref65]\]. Instead of generating droplets in a microfluidic channel, a piezo-actuated dispenser ejected droplets of hydrogel precursor in the air which later ran into a liquid stream of crosslinker that was also ejected in air. The hydrogel beads generated by the free-space droplet microfluidic system were used as the building block for bioprinting.

3.3. What is Next for Microfluidics-enabled 3D-printing? {#sec2-5}
--------------------------------------------------------

The incorporation of microfluidic technology in 3D printing could potentially disrupt the current norm. Fluidic operations, such as mixing, sorting, and hydrodynamic focusing, can be further explored to promote the development of new 3D printers or even hybrid 3D-printing process.

Advances in microfluidics, particularly the development of new microfluidic modalities, would also bring new opportunities to 3D-printing. There are many types of microfluidic systems in addition to the conventional closed-channel microfluidics. In a way, 3D-printing is analogous to building construction. The current extrusion-based bioprinting is equivalent to pouring concrete on site. However, buildings could also be constructed with precast modular blocks so is 3D-printing. Instead of curing the ink *in situ*, inks can be pre-shaped into standard modular blocks, and the 3D construction is accomplished by moving these modular blocks to designated locations. Take digital microfluidics, for example, digital microfluidics manipulates discrete droplets on an open surface with a large degree of freedom. It provides an excellent tool to prefabricate discrete building blocks as well as a means to remotely actuate these building blocks. For example, magnetic digital microfluidics manipulates droplets by a magnet through the magnetic particles added to the droplet. It has the ability to move droplets across platforms in 3D with the assistance of surface modifications. Magnetic digital microfluidics could be applied to the manipulation of precast hydrogel blocks for 3D construction.

4. Conclusion and Future Perspective {#sec1-4}
====================================

In this work, we take a critical look at both 3D-printed microfluidics and microfluidics-enabled 3D-printing technology. Certain opinions might be a bit harsh, but our conclusion that neither field is established well enough to make an impact would stand. The capability of 3D-printed microfluidics has not surpassed its conventional counterpart. An alternative fabrication method is unlikely to make a disruptive advancement to a well-established field of microfluidics. Microfluidics-enabled 3D-printing brings more possibility to multimaterial and multiphase printing, but it is currently limited to extrusion-based 3D-printing and faces difficulty in extending to other 3D-printing modalities.

For 3D-printed microfluidics to make a real impact, new multimaterial, multiprocess and multiscale 3D-printing technologies must be developed to address the issues such as surface quality, fabrication speed, and multifunctionality. 3D-printed microfluidics will only be recognized as a field of its own if a multicomponent 3D microfluidic device for high-value biomedical applications can be monolithically fabricated within a reasonably short timeframe. This goal might be achieved by applying microfluidics-enabled 3D-printing to 3D-printed microfluidics, which would provide better control for multimaterial and multiphase printing. In any case, there is still a long way to go.
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